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US Inflation reached 7% in December which is the steepest climb in prices since 1982. This will only place more 
pressure on the Federal Reserve in the United States to raise rates as they will try to tackle inflation before they 
lose control. However, the International Monetary Fund has warned the Federal Reserve that interest rate rises 
this year will hit struggling emerging markets that rely on the US Dollar funding. Consensus amongst market 
commentators is that it is time interest rates were increased. 
In Australia, headline inflation spiked to 3.5% in the year to December 31, crushing market expectations of a lower 
number. Bond yields are now pricing in an earlier increase in the cash rate, with expectations that the first move 
will be made in May. 
All of the above has finally spooked markets causing a global sell-off in equities.  The S&P has just recorded its 
worst weekly loss since March 2020, the Nasdaq has tumbled more than 10% from its peak into correction 
territory. 
It is quite ironic to think that after 2 years of chasing zero Covid cases Australia now has the highest number of 
COVID-19 cases per million people. 

Surging infections in nearly every state of Australia have restricted supply chains forcing workers in processing 
and packaging, transport and distribution, and supermarket staff who fill shelves into isolation. This is evident by 
the state of supermarket shelves which have been left bare. 

There were no changes by the IC in December and the fund’s biggest contributors were its long/short and 
resources exposures. Commodities continued higher in December as Covid-19 fears eased, the power crisis in 
Europe returned with gas prices hitting fresh all-time highs and incremental stimulus measures in China continued 
to be announced.  
The fund’s biggest detractor was its hedging position as Omicron fears eased as mentioned previously. However 
this protection is still considered a core component of protecting and sustaining returns.
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